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Introduction: 
One of the main ways that autonomous robot conducts Human-Robot Interaction is to 

use its various sensors to gather useful information from the surrounding environment and 
generate appropriate responses to show that it has successfully understood the outside 
information. We as a group are particularly interested in how the robot can analyze the visual 
data input from its camera and perform the corresponding tasks. The aim of our project is to 
build a robot “dog” that can properly and efficiently respond to human’s hand and body 
gesture, and perform a set of pre-programed movements. We plan to use the Microsoft 
Kinect camera to detect human’s hand gesture, and use machine learning algorithms to train 
the robot to recognize those gestures and correctly categorize them. Finally, we will 
incorporate some simple planning and mapping techniques to help the robot achieve some 
of the more advanced tasks, such as going to a specific location upon receiving the order to 
do so. 

 

Related Work: 
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/robotics-software/microsoft-kinect-hand-gestur
e-control  
The article “Microsoft Kinect Learns to Read Hand Gestures” shows that the Kinect sensors 
can track joints of human body and thus recognize open and closed hand by using machine 
learning.  
In our project, the major part of controlling the robot dog is using hand gestures to do 
corresponding activities such as turn left and turn right. Therefore we will use the same hand 
gestures recognition in our project. 
 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6491161
&isnumber=6490927&tag=1 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6470686
&isnumber=6558949 
This research paper focuses on the how computer recognizes hand gesture by Finger-Earth 
Mover’s Distance (FEMD), which is used to measure the dissimilarity between hand shapes. 
The target by this method is the finger parts rather than whole hand, so it can better 
distinguish slightly different hand gestures. If we could not make the robot recognizing 
dynamic hand gestures, we will incorporate this method to make the robot recognizing static 
hand(finger) gestures.  

https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/robotics-software/microsoft-kinect-hand-gesture-control
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/robotics-software/microsoft-kinect-hand-gesture-control
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6491161&isnumber=6490927&tag=1
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6491161&isnumber=6490927&tag=1
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6470686&isnumber=6558949
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6470686&isnumber=6558949


Technical Approach: 
In order to complete this project in a incremental fashion, we have broken down our problem 
into the following sub-problems:  

1. Use kinect 3D camera to detect and recognize movement. 
When the robot dog is powered on, the first thing is does is to subscribe to the visual 

information topic from the kinect 3D camera to scan the surrounding and locate the human 
owner, in this case our team members, so that it can get ready to process the orders we are 
about to give. We have found a package named ROS OpenNI, which contains the ROS 
driver for kinect that we need, such as openni_camera and openni_launch. 
 

2. Use machine learning algorithm to enable robot to learn and classify movement. 
Once the robot has identified its owner, the second step is to locate and keep track of 

the owner’s hand. We have found several tutorials on how to implement the hand detechtion 
algorithms. Popular methods include hand color detections and depth detection. Once the 
robot can pinpointed the location of the hand and its movement, we can start training the 
recognize and categorize hand gestures. The packages that we found so far that could 
potentially help us with the machine learning training part includes 
rtcus kinect gestures, neuro_gesture_kinect, and kinect_tools. 
 

3. Use planning and navigation to make robot move. 
After completing the first two steps, the robot should be able to do some simple tasks 

such as move forward, backwards, turning left, right, and do a 360 degree turn. However, if 
we want to do more advanced tasks such as move to a specific location in the room, we will 
first need to map the room, especially the edges and obstacles, or we can incorporate 
obstacle detection into our robot using its camera. The mapping homework and the PDDL 
homework could in some aspects help us with this sub-problem. 

Evaluation Plan: 
1. The completion of the project can be evaluated by the success rate at different 

gesture-movement action. 
a. Can the robot move forward/backward, turn right/left, spin? 
b. Can the robot navigate? 
c. Can the robot develop emotion according to the gesture? 

2. Each gesture movement can be measured by the likelihood of recognizing the 
gesture and acting accordingly. Our goal is achieving the accuracy of 80%. Before 
we conduct the testing for each hand gesture and the robots response, we will first 
test the accuracy of correctly identifying the human giving command and he’s hand. 
Once the robot dog can identify its owner and owner’s hand, we will test if it can keep 
track of the hand trajectory within different background and different speed. After the 
initial testing, we will proceed to the following test plan. 
 
Testing Plan for 5 standard hand gestures:  

http://wiki.ros.org/rtcus_kinect_gestures
http://wiki.ros.org/TanvirParhar/neuro_gesture_kinect
http://wiki.ros.org/kinect_tools


Move towards user 
Move away from user 
Proceed to the left 
Proceed to the right 
Make a 360-degree turn 

First, we will give the robot dog all five hand gestures separately, and record 
individual success rate. Second, we will give a combination of multiple hand gestures to the 
robot : e.g. move toward to the user then proceed to the left. The success of each task is 
both based on the individual completion of the commands given, and the accuracy 
coherence of how the robot execute multiple commands. For evaluation purposes, we will 
also give gestures that are not included in the five standard gestures to see if the robot 
response. Incorrect response should also be marked as a failure.  

As an optional implementation to our existing project, we plan to add a barking 
feature to the robot dog as well. Testing Plan for Barking under specific circumstances: 

Give the correct sequence of gestures and check if the robot bark. 
Give the 90% correct sequence of gestures and check if the robot bark. 
Give the reversed sequence of gestures and check if the robot bark. 
Give random sequences of gestures and test the robot’s response.  

Any unexpected behavior in this section of the testing plan would be considered failure. 
As to the performance metrics for the testing plan, we will measure the average response 
time, accuracy, error handling/tracking (errors need to be categorized).  A “successful 
execution” in our test plan can be defined as correctly interpreting the command and carry 
out the corresponding task within a reasonable time frame, and go back to the waiting state 
for future commands. (We do not yet know what is a reasonable average response time and 
accuracy but we will find out as we conduct these tests and make a standard for passing the 
test.) 
 

Citations and Useful packages in ROS: 
Related Researches 
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/robotics-software/microsoft-kinect-hand-gestur
e-control  
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6491161
&isnumber=6490927&tag=1 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6470686
&isnumber=6558949 
 
OpenNi: Open-source SDK for 3D sensor 
Used to recognize image from 3D sensor 
http://www.openni.ru/ 
http://wiki.ros.org/openni_launch/Tutorials/QuickStart 

 
 

Kinect: 

http://www.openni.ru/
http://wiki.ros.org/openni_launch/Tutorials/QuickStart


https://answers.ros.org/question/196455/kinect-installation-and-setup-on-ros-updated/ 
http://wiki.ros.org/openni_kinect 

 
How to start with installing OpenNi and Kinect 
https://www.reddit.com/r/ROS/comments/6qejy0/openni_kinect_installation_on_kinetic_indig
o/ 
 
Gesture Recognition Package: 
http://wiki.ros.org/rtcus_kinect_gestures 
http://wiki.ros.org/TanvirParhar/neuro_gesture_kinect 
https://github.com/mees/GestureRecognizer 
http://wiki.ros.org/kinect_tools 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7402156/?reload=true 

 
 

http://wiki.ros.org/openni_kinect
https://www.reddit.com/r/ROS/comments/6qejy0/openni_kinect_installation_on_kinetic_indigo/
https://www.reddit.com/r/ROS/comments/6qejy0/openni_kinect_installation_on_kinetic_indigo/
http://wiki.ros.org/rtcus_kinect_gestures
http://wiki.ros.org/TanvirParhar/neuro_gesture_kinect
https://github.com/mees/GestureRecognizer
http://wiki.ros.org/kinect_tools
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7402156/?reload=true

